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LISE databases udpate

v.16.16
07/15/23

Update of the Isomer database based 

on the Atlas of Nuclear Isomers-

Second Edition (Swati Garga, Bhoomika 

Maheshwarib, BalrajSinghe, Yang Sun, Alpana Goel, 

Ashok Kumar Jain) and NNDC

Migration of all LISE databases to 

sqlite format

Project by

D.Kaloyanov and F.Krause

Project by D.Kaloyanov

More than 1500 isomers 

states have been added

Scalability, Security,  

Usability, Speed, Flexibility

(see next slides)
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DBF → SQLite

Problem

● in the old system we stored data in dbf-format what are 

essentially text files (Excel: only read).

● While this works there are many issues with this primarily 

Scalability, Security, and Usability.

Solutions

● Using a library like libxl to read from an excel file

● The better choice: using SQL to read from a database file

● We Initially chose to use Access .accdb files as our 

databases, but ran into some issues and decided to switch.

● We then began to use SQLite because it was light weight, 

high performance, and had cross platform support.

● SQLIte files are also significantly smaller than Access files.

Post-Implementation

● There is now more versatility thanks to SQL queries

● Each query takes significantly less time to search for 

data than the old dbf code

● GEMINI++ reads in the data about 5x faster than 

before

● PACE4 reads data in about 2x quicker

● LISE++ : the start is faster, the performance is slightly 

better

● Overall, there were slight performance improvements, 

but the databases in LISE and other codes overall is 

now more future proof, safe, and easier to work with
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DBF => SQLite  (details)

- Converted the lise2016.dbf and isomer.dbf files to SQLite Databases

- LISE now uses QSQL to read and write to the Isomers and AME 2016 DBs

- Added new Data for the Atlas of Nuclear Isomers - Second Edition

- Added missing Cascading Isomer levels

- Converted the AME2016 Database to SQLite

- Converted the chart.tbl, mass.tbl, and mass_tf.tbl to SQLite

- GEMINI and PACE now use QSQL to read from the Databases

Original DBF data shown in excel

New SQLite format with the missing energy level

Fluorine 19 has 3 energy levels, but the 

original only showed 2.
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SQL

Opening the database

Query are used to pull data from the database
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AME database

DBF: v. 16.15.1 AACDB: v. 16.15.18 SQLITE
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Isomer database 

DBF: v. 16.15.1 AACDB: v. 16.15.18 SQLITE: v. 16.15.42

Updated from ATLAS2 

and NNDC by Foster 

and Daniel

corrections
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